
Appendix 3: Relevant development plan policies  
 
 
NPF4 – national planning policies 
 
 
Policy 1 Tackling the climate and nature crises 
 
When considering all development proposals significant weight will be given to the global climate 
and nature crises. 
 
Policy 2 Climate mitigation and adaptation 
 
a) Development proposals will be sited and designed to minimise lifecycle greenhouse gas 
emissions as far as possible. 
b) Development proposals will be sited and designed to adapt to current and future risks from 
climate change. 
c) Development proposals to retrofit measures to existing developments that reduce 
emissions or support adaptation to climate change will be supported. 
 
Policy 3 Biodiversity 
 
a)  Development proposals will contribute to the enhancement of biodiversity, including where 
relevant, restoring degraded habitats and building and strengthening nature networks and the 
connections between them. Proposals should also integrate nature-based solutions, where 
possible. 
 
b) Development proposals for national or major development, or for development that 
requires an Environmental Impact Assessment will only be supported where it can be 
demonstrated that the proposal will conserve, restore and enhance biodiversity, including nature 
networks so they are in a demonstrably better state than without intervention. This will include 
future management. To inform this, best practice assessment methods should be used. Proposals 
within these categories will demonstrate how they have met all of the following criteria:  
i. the proposal is based on an understanding of the existing characteristics of the site and 
its local, regional and national ecological context prior to development, including the presence of 
any irreplaceable habitats; 
ii. wherever feasible, nature-based solutions have been integrated and made best use of; 
iii. an assessment of potential negative effects which should be fully mitigated in line with the 
mitigation hierarchy prior to identifying enhancements; 
iv. significant biodiversity enhancements are provided, in addition to any proposed mitigation. 
This should include nature networks, linking to and strengthening habitat connectivity within and 
beyond the development, secured within a reasonable timescale and with reasonable certainty. 
Management arrangements for their long- term retention and monitoring should be included, 
wherever appropriate; and 
v. local community benefits of the biodiversity and/or nature networks have been considered. 
 
c) Proposals for local development will include appropriate measures to conserve, restore 
and enhance biodiversity, in accordance with national and local guidance. Measures should be 
proportionate to the nature and scale of development. Applications for individual householder 
development, or which fall within scope of (b) above, are excluded from this requirement. 
 
d) Any potential adverse impacts, including cumulative impacts, of development proposals 
on biodiversity, nature networks and the natural environment will be minimised through careful 



planning and design. This will take into account the need to reverse biodiversity loss, safeguard 
the ecosystem services that the natural environment provides, and build resilience by enhancing 
nature networks and maximising the potential for restoration. 
 
Policy 4 Natural places 
 
a) Development proposals which by virtue of type, location or scale will have an unacceptable 
impact on the natural environment, will not be supported. 
 
b) Development proposals that are likely to have a significant effect on an existing or proposed 
European site (Special Area of Conservation or Special Protection Areas) and are not directly 
connected with or necessary to their conservation management are required to be subject to an 
"appropriate assessment" of the implications for the conservation objectives. 
  
c) Development proposals that will affect a National Park, National Scenic Area, Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or a National Nature Reserve will only be supported where: 
i. The objectives of designation and the overall integrity of the areas will not be compromised; or 
ii. Any significant adverse effects on the qualities for which the area has been designated are 
clearly outweighed by social, environmental or economic benefits of national importance. 
 
All Ramsar sites are also European sites and/ or Sites of Special Scientific Interest and 
are extended protection under the relevant statutory regimes. 
 
d) Development proposals that affect a site designated as a local nature conservation site or 
landscape area in the LDP will only be supported where: 
i. Development will not have significant adverse effects on the integrity of the area or the qualities 
for which it has been identified; or 
ii. Any significant adverse effects on the integrity of the area are clearly outweighed by social, 
environmental or economic benefits of at least local importance. 
 
e) The precautionary principle will be applied in accordance with relevant legislation and Scottish 
Government guidance. 
 
f) Development proposals that are likely to have an adverse effect on species protected by 
legislation will only be supported where the proposal meets the relevant statutory tests. If there is 
reasonable evidence to suggest that a protected species is present on a site or   may be affected 
by a proposed development, steps must be taken to establish its presence. The level of protection 
required by legislation must be factored into the planning and design of development, and 
potential impacts must be fully considered prior to the determination of any application. 
  
g) Development proposals in areas identified as wild land in the Nature Scot Wild Land Areas 
map will only be supported where the proposal: 
i) will support meeting renewable energy targets; or, 
ii) is for small scale development directly linked to a rural business or croft, or is required to support 
a fragile community in a rural area. 
 
All such proposals must be accompanied by a wild land impact assessment which sets out how 
design, siting, or other mitigation measures have been and will be used to minimise significant 
impacts on the qualities of the wild land, as well as any management and monitoring 
arrangements where appropriate. Buffer zones around wild land will not be applied, and effects 
of development outwith wild land areas will not be a significant consideration. 
 
 



Policy 7 Historic assets and places 
 
a) Development proposals with a potentially significant impact on historic assets or places 
will be accompanied by an assessment which is based on an understanding of the cultural 
significance of the historic asset and/or place. The assessment should identify the likely visual or 
physical impact of any proposals for change, including cumulative effects and provide a sound 
basis for managing the impacts of change. 
 
Proposals should also be informed by national policy and guidance on managing change in the 
historic environment, and information held within Historic Environment Records. 
  
b) Development proposals for the demolition of listed buildings will not be supported unless 
it has been demonstrated that there are exceptional circumstances and that all reasonable efforts 
have been made to retain, reuse and/or adapt the listed building. Considerations include whether 
the: 
i. building is no longer of special interest; 
ii. building is incapable of physical repair and re-use as verified through a detailed structural 
condition survey report; 
iii. repair of the building is not economically viable and there has been adequate marketing 
for existing and/or new uses at a price reflecting its location and condition for a reasonable period 
to attract interest from potential restoring purchasers; or 
iv. demolition of the building is essential to delivering significant benefits to economic growth 
or the wider community. 
 
c) Development proposals for the reuse, alteration or extension of a listed building will only 
be supported where they will preserve its character, special architectural or historic interest and 
setting. Development proposals affecting the setting of a listed building should preserve its 
character, and its special architectural or historic interest. 
 
d) Development proposals in or affecting conservation areas will only be supported where 
the character and appearance of the conservation area and its setting is preserved or enhanced. 
Relevant considerations include the: 
i. architectural and historic character of the area; 
ii. existing density, built form and layout; and 
iii. context and siting, quality of design and suitable materials. 
 
e) Development proposals in conservation areas will ensure that existing natural and built 
features which contribute to the character of the conservation area and its setting, including 
structures, boundary walls, railings, trees and hedges, are retained. 
 
f) Demolition of buildings in a conservation area which make a positive contribution to its 
character will only be supported where it has been demonstrated that: 
i. reasonable efforts have been made to retain, repair and reuse the building; 
ii. the building is of little townscape value; 
iii. the structural condition of the building prevents its retention at a reasonable cost; or 
iv. the form or location of the building makes its reuse extremely difficult. 
 
g) Where demolition within a conservation area is to be followed by redevelopment, consent 
to demolish will only be supported when an acceptable design, layout and materials are being 
used for the replacement development. 
 
h) Development proposals affecting scheduled monuments will only be supported where: 
i. direct impacts on the scheduled monument are avoided; 



ii. significant adverse impacts on the integrity of the setting of a scheduled monument are 
avoided; or 
iii. exceptional circumstances have been demonstrated to justify the impact on a scheduled 
monument and its setting and impacts on the monument or its setting have been minimised. 
 
i) Development proposals affecting nationally important Gardens and Designed Landscapes 
will be supported where they protect, preserve or enhance their cultural significance, character 
and integrity and where proposals will not significantly impact on important views to, from and 
within the site, or its setting. 
 
j) Development proposals affecting nationally important Historic Battlefields will only be 
supported where they protect and, where appropriate, enhance their cultural significance, key 
landscape characteristics, physical remains and special qualities. 
 
k) Development proposals at the coast edge or that extend offshore will only be supported 
where proposals do not significantly hinder the preservation objectives of Historic Marine 
Protected Areas. 
 
l) Development proposals affecting a World Heritage Site or its setting will only be supported 
where their Outstanding Universal Value is protected and preserved. 
 
m) Development proposals which sensitively repair, enhance and bring historic buildings, as 
identified as being at risk locally or on the national Buildings at Risk Register, back into beneficial 
use will be supported. 
 
n) Enabling development for historic environment assets or places that would otherwise be 
unacceptable in planning terms, will only be supported when it has been demonstrated that the 
enabling development proposed is: 
i. essential to secure the future of an historic environment asset or place which is at risk of 
serious deterioration or loss; and 
ii. the minimum necessary to secure the restoration, adaptation and long-term future of the 
historic environment asset or place. 
 
The beneficial outcomes for the historic environment asset or place should be secured early in 
the phasing of the development, and will be ensured through the use of conditions and/or legal 
agreements. 
 
o) Non-designated historic environment assets, places and their setting should be protected 
and preserved in situ wherever feasible. Where there is potential for non-designated buried 
archaeological remains to exist below a site, developers will provide an evaluation of the 
archaeological resource at an early stage so that planning authorities can assess impacts. Historic 
buildings may also have archaeological significance which is not understood and may require 
assessment. 
 
Where impacts cannot be avoided they should be minimised. Where it has been demonstrated 
that avoidance or retention is not possible, excavation, recording, analysis, archiving, publication 
and activities to provide public benefit may be required through the use of conditions or 
legal/planning obligations. 
 
When new archaeological discoveries are made during the course of development works, they 
must be reported to the planning authority to enable agreement on appropriate inspection, 
recording and mitigation measures. 
 



Policy 14 Design, quality and place 
 
a) Development proposals will be designed to improve the quality of an area whether in urban 
or rural locations and regardless of scale. 
 
b) Development proposals will be supported where they are consistent with the six qualities 
of successful places: 
 
Healthy: Supporting the prioritisation of women's safety and improving physical and mental health. 
 
Pleasant: Supporting attractive natural and built spaces. 
 
Connected: Supporting well connected networks that make moving around easy and reduce car 
dependency 
 
Distinctive: Supporting attention to detail of local architectural styles and natural landscapes to be 
interpreted, literally or creatively, into designs to reinforce identity. 
 
Sustainable: Supporting the efficient use of resources that will allow people to live, play, work and 
stay in their area, ensuring climate resilience, and integrating nature positive, biodiversity 
solutions. 
 
Adaptable: Supporting commitment to investing in the long-term value of buildings, streets and 
spaces by allowing for flexibility so that they can be changed quickly to accommodate different 
uses as well as maintained over time. 
 
Further details on delivering the six qualities of successful places are set out in Annex D. 
 
c) Development proposals that are poorly designed, detrimental to the amenity of the 
surrounding area or inconsistent with the six qualities of successful places, will not be supported. 
 
Policy 18 Infrastructure first 
 
a) Development proposals which provide (or contribute to) infrastructure in line with that 
identified as necessary in LDPs and their delivery programmes will be supported. 
 
b) The impacts of development proposals on infrastructure should be mitigated. 
Development proposals will only be supported where it can be demonstrated that provision is 
made to address the impacts on infrastructure. Where planning conditions, planning obligations, 
or other legal agreements are to be used, the relevant tests will apply. 
 
Where planning obligations are entered into, they should meet the following tests: 
- be necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in planning terms 
- serve a planning purpose 
- relate to the impacts of the proposed development 
- fairly and reasonably relate in scale and kind to the proposed development 
- be reasonable in all other respects 
 
Planning conditions should only be imposed where they meet all of the following tests. They 
should be: 
- necessary 
- relevant to planning 
- relevant to the development to be permitted 



- enforceable 
- precise 
- reasonable in all other respects 
 
Policy 19 Heating and cooling 
 
a) Development proposals within or adjacent to a Heat Network Zone identified in a LDP will 
only be supported where they are designed and constructed to connect to the existing heat 
network. 
 
b) Proposals for retrofitting a connection to a heat network will be supported. 
 
c) Where a heat network is planned but not   yet in place, development proposals will only 
be supported where they are designed and constructed to allow for cost-effective connection at a 
later date. 
 
d) National and major developments that will generate waste or surplus heat and which are 
located in areas of heat demand, will be supported providing wider considerations, including 
residential amenity, are not adversely impacted. A Heat and Power Plan should demonstrate how 
energy recovered from the development will be used to produce electricity and heat. 
 
e) Development proposals for energy infrastructure will be supported where they: 
i. repurpose former fossil fuel infrastructure for the production or handling of low carbon 
energy; 
ii. are within or adjacent to a Heat Network Zone; and 
iii. can be cost-effectively linked to an existing or planned heat network. 
 
f) Development proposals for buildings that will be occupied by people will be supported 
where they are designed to promote sustainable temperature management, for example by 
prioritising natural or passive solutions such as siting, orientation, and materials 
 
 
Policy 23 Health and safety 
 
a) Development proposals that will have positive effects on health will be supported. This 
could include, for example, proposals that incorporate opportunities for exercise, community food 
growing or allotments. 
  
b) Development proposals which are likely to have a significant adverse effect on health will 
not be supported. A Health Impact Assessment may be required. 
 
c) Development proposals for health and social care facilities and infrastructure will be 
supported. 
 
d) Development proposals that are likely to have significant adverse effects on air quality will 
not be supported. Development proposals will consider opportunities to improve air quality and 
reduce exposure to poor air quality. An air quality assessment may be required where the nature 
of the proposal or the air quality in the location suggest significant effects are likely. 
 
e) Development proposals that are likely to raise unacceptable noise issues will not be 
supported. The agent of change principle applies to noise sensitive development. A Noise Impact 
Assessment may be required where the nature of the proposal or its location suggests that 
significant effects are likely. 



 
f) Development proposals will be designed to take into account suicide risk. 
 
g) Development proposals within the vicinity of a major accident hazard site or major accident 
hazard pipeline (because of the presence of toxic, highly reactive, explosive or inflammable 
substances) will consider the associated risks and potential impacts of the proposal and the major 
accident hazard site/pipeline of being located in proximity to one another. 
 
h) Applications for hazardous substances consent will consider the likely potential impacts 
on surrounding populations and the environment. 
 
i) Any advice from Health and Safety Executive, the Office of Nuclear Regulation or the 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency that planning permission or hazardous substances 
consent should be refused, or conditions to be attached to a grant of consent, should not be 
overridden by the decision maker without the most careful consideration. 
 
j) Similar considerations apply in respect of development proposals either for or near 
licensed explosive sites (including military explosive storage sites). 
 
Policy 27 City, town, local and commercial centres 
 
a) Development proposals that enhance and improve the vitality and viability of city, town 
and local centres, including proposals that increase the mix of uses, will be supported. 
 
b) Development proposals will be consistent with the town centre first approach. Proposals 
for uses which will generate significant footfall, including commercial, leisure, offices, community, 
sport and cultural facilities, public buildings such as libraries, education and healthcare facilities, 
and public spaces: 
i. will be supported in existing city, town and local centres, and 
ii. will not be supported outwith those centres unless a town centre first assessment 
demonstrates that: 
o all centre and edge of centre options have been sequentially assessed and discounted as 
unsuitable or unavailable; 
o the scale of development cannot reasonably be altered or reduced in scale to allow it to 
be accommodated in a centre; and 
o the impacts on existing centres have been thoroughly assessed and there will be no 
significant adverse effect on the vitality and viability of the centres. 
  
c) Development proposals for non-retail uses will not be supported if further provision of 
these services will undermine the character and amenity of the area or the health and wellbeing 
of communities, particularly in disadvantaged areas. These uses include: 
i. Hot food takeaways, including permanently sited vans; 
ii. Betting offices; and 
iii. High interest money lending premises. 
 
d) Drive-through developments will only be supported where they are specifically supported 
in the LDP. 
 
Town centre living 
 
e) Development proposals for residential development within city/town centres will be 
supported, including: 
i. New build residential development. 



ii. The re-use of a vacant building within city/ town centres where it can be demonstrated that 
the existing use is no longer viable and the proposed change of use adds to viability and vitality 
of the area. 
iii. The conversion, or reuse of vacant upper floors of properties within city/town centres for 
residential. 
 
f) Development proposals for residential use at ground floor level within city/town centres 
will only be supported where the proposal will: 
i. retain an attractive and appropriate frontage; 
ii. not adversely affect the vitality and viability of a shopping area or the wider centre; and 
iii. not result in an undesirable concentration of uses, or 'dead frontages'. 
 
g) Development proposals for city or town centre living will take into account the residential 
amenity of the proposal. This must be clearly demonstrated where the proposed development is 
in the same built structure as: 
i. a hot food premises, live music venue, amusement arcade/centre, casino or licensed 
premises (with the exception of hotels, restaurants, cafés or off licences); and/or 
ii. there is a common or shared access with licenced premises or other use likely to be 
detrimental to residential amenity. 
 
 
Angus Local Development Plan 2016 
 
Policy DS1 : Development Boundaries and Priorities 
 
All proposals will be expected to support delivery of the Development Strategy.  
 
The focus of development will be sites allocated or otherwise identified for development within the 
Angus Local Development Plan, which will be safeguarded for the use(s) set out. Proposals for 
alternative uses will only be acceptable if they do not undermine the provision of a range of sites 
to meet the development needs of the plan area.  
 
Proposals on sites not allocated or otherwise identified for development, but within development 
boundaries will be supported where they are of an appropriate scale and nature and are in 
accordance with relevant policies of the ALDP. 
 
Proposals for sites outwith but contiguous* with a development boundary will only be acceptable 
where it is in the public interest and social, economic, environmental or operational considerations 
confirm there is a need for the proposed development that cannot be met within a development 
boundary.  
 
Outwith development boundaries proposals will be supported where they are of a scale and nature 
appropriate to their location and where they are in accordance with relevant policies of the ALDP. 
 
In all locations, proposals that re-use or make better use of vacant, derelict or under-used 
brownfield land or buildings will be supported where they are in accordance with relevant policies 
of the ALDP.  
 
Development of greenfield sites (with the exception of sites allocated, identified or considered 
appropriate for development by policies in the ALDP) will only be supported where there are no 
suitable and available brownfield sites capable of accommodating the proposed development. 
 
Development proposals should not result in adverse impacts, either alone or in combination with 



other proposals or projects, on the integrity of any European designated site, in accordance with 
Policy PV4 Sites Designated for Natural Heritage and Biodiversity Value. 
 
*Sharing an edge or boundary, neighbouring or adjacent 
 
Policy DS3 : Design Quality and Placemaking 
 
Development proposals should deliver a high design standard and draw upon those aspects of 
landscape or townscape that contribute positively to the character and sense of place of the area 
in which they are to be located. Development proposals should create buildings and places which 
are: 
 

• Distinct in Character and Identity: Where development fits with the character and pattern 
of development in the surrounding area, provides a coherent structure of streets, spaces 
and buildings and retains and sensitively integrates important townscape and landscape 
features. 

• Safe and Pleasant: Where all buildings, public spaces and routes are designed to be 
accessible, safe and attractive, where public and private spaces are clearly defined and 
appropriate new areas of landscaping and open space are incorporated and linked to 
existing green space wherever possible.  

• Well Connected: Where development connects pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles with the 
surrounding area and public transport, the access and parking requirements of the Roads 
Authority are met and the principles set out in ‘Designing Streets’ are addressed. 

• Adaptable: Where development is designed to support a mix of compatible uses and 
accommodate changing needs. 

• Resource Efficient: Where development makes good use of existing resources and is sited 
and designed to minimise environmental impacts and maximise the use of local climate 
and landform.  

 
Supplementary guidance will set out the principles expected in all development, more detailed 
guidance on the design aspects of different proposals and how to achieve the qualities set out 
above. Further details on the type of developments requiring a design statement and the issues 
that should be addressed will also be set out in supplementary guidance. 
 
Policy DS4 : Amenity 
 
All proposed development must have full regard to opportunities for maintaining and improving 
environmental quality. Development will not be permitted where there is an unacceptable adverse 
impact on the surrounding area or the environment or amenity of existing or future occupiers of 
adjoining or nearby properties.  
Angus Council will consider the impacts of development on: 
 
• Air quality; 
• Noise and vibration levels and times when such disturbances are likely to occur; 
• Levels of light pollution; 
• Levels of odours, fumes and dust; 
• Suitable provision for refuse collection / storage and recycling; 
• The effect and timing of traffic movement to, from and within the site, car parking and 
impacts on highway safety; and  
• Residential amenity in relation to overlooking and loss of privacy, outlook, sunlight, 
daylight and overshadowing. 
 
Angus Council may support development which is considered to have an impact on such 



considerations, if the use of conditions or planning obligations will ensure that appropriate 
mitigation and / or compensatory measures are secured. 
 
Applicants may be required to submit detailed assessments in relation to any of the above criteria 
to the Council for consideration.  
 
Where a site is known or suspected  to be contaminated, applicants will be required to undertake 
investigation and, where appropriate, remediation measures relevant  to the current or proposed 
use to prevent unacceptable risks to human health. 
 
Policy TC17 : Network of Centres 
Angus Council will seek to protect and enhance the scale and function of the centres as set out 
in Table 2 below. 
 
A town centre first policy is applied to uses including retail, commercial leisure, offices, community 
and cultural facilities that attract significant numbers of people. Support will be given to 
development proposals in town centres which are in keeping with the townscape and pattern of 
development and which conform with the character, scale and function of the town centres.  
 
All development proposals within a Commercial Centre will have to satisfy criteria within Policy 
TC19 Retail and Town Centre Uses. 
 
Policy PV8 : Built and Cultural Heritage 
 
Angus Council will work with partner agencies and developers to protect and enhance areas 
designated for their built and cultural heritage value. Development proposals which are likely to 
affect protected sites, their setting or the integrity of their designation will be assessed within the 
context of the appropriate regulatory regime.  
 
National Sites 
Development proposals which affect Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings and Inventory 
Gardens and Designed Landscapes will only be supported where: 
 
• the proposed development will not adversely affect the integrity of the site or the reasons 
for which it was designated; 
• any significant adverse effects on the site or its setting are significantly outweighed by 
social, environmental and/or economic benefits; and 
• appropriate measures are provided to mitigate any identified adverse impacts. 
 
Proposals for enabling development which is necessary to secure the preservation of a listed 
building may be acceptable where it can be clearly shown to be the only means of preventing its 
loss and securing its long term future.  Any development should be the minimum necessary to 
achieve these aims.  The resultant development should be designed and sited carefully in order 
to preserve or enhance the character and setting of the listed building. 
 
Regional and Local Sites  
Development proposals which affect local historic environment sites as identified by Angus 
Council (such as Conservation Areas, sites of archaeological interest) will only be permitted 
where: 
 
• supporting information commensurate with the site’s status demonstrates that the integrity 
of the historic environment value of the site will not be compromised; or 
• the economic and social benefits significantly outweigh the historic environment value of 



the site. 
 
Angus Council will continue to review Conservation Area boundaries and will include 
Conservation Area Appraisals and further information on planning and the built and cultural 
heritage in a Planning Advice Note.   
 


